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News From Our President  
BRRRR! It’s a tough time of the year to love horses! This morning it’s 3 below with a fierce wind – and my barn 
water froze last night. Now the lugging begins. It’s what I call Vermont crossfit!  Like many of you, I look for 
opportunities to do some groundwork, and get in a ride on a sunny 20 degree day, but when that is not possible I 
use the time look back at accomplishments of the past year and start thinking about what I’d like to do in the year 
ahead. The same is true for Vermont Horse Council. 
 
In this issue we celebrate the many accomplishments of 2015, and the incredible group of people who made those 
things happen, and we trying something new as we make some changes in the newsletter. This electronic 
newsletter gives the newsletter a new look, and informative articles and links, along with some regular features. 
Change is challenging, but an e-newsletter saves VHC money and volunteer time –important resources for our 
organization! We hope you’ll take some time to enjoy this issue. 
 
You can help by offering ideas for articles, sending in classified ads for items you need to sell. Send item 
information and ideas to Karen Rosemark atwaterdaneacres@yahoo.com.  Thanks to Karen and Michelle Warren 
for designing and creating this first edition for 2016! 

 

 2015 Accomplishments 

Promotions: 

Updated our Website, began regular blog postings  

Website Data from July – December (revised site) 

          Visitors     Page Views    

            2008              5215          

4 riders in the East Burke Parade 

Everything Equine Booth 

512 FaceBook likes        over 150 members 

 

Equine Activities: 

Trail Challenge at Everything Equine     

Hosted the Trail Play Date with 13 riders 

Renewed our NEKET Corridor Management Agreement with ANR 

Hosted Willoughby, NEKET & Tunbridge Rides with many riders and horses! 

Groton State Park - 13 volunteers created two new corrals, and a pull through site 

Met with ANR staff re: NEKET, Willoughby, Groton & expanding state trails 

2 FPR Meetings – to explore expansion of our relationship & to include more state lands 

Approved relocation of South America Pond Campground     

Trail work on NEKET Trails 

Created VHC Ride Guidelines 
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Services: 

Awarded 17 Scholarships           

Updated scholarship guidelines & application 

Attended the Driver’s Ed Summit 

4 Riders and a booth at the Road Safety Rally, Montpelier 

Provided outreach for Required Agricultural Practices Legislation 

VHC Operations Manual 
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Our First VHC Member Story  
 My name is Jim Singiser and I didn't start out on this horse adventure until 
late in life. Changes happen when a lengthy marriage ends. Time moves on 
and I met a woman in 2009, woman that owned horses, aka a horsewoman; 
Jean Lukens. Upon entering her barn memories of my mother's 
horses surfaced the smell of the sweet hay, the smell of the barn itself, the 
softness of the horse's muzzle,.... And how far did you have to walk in winter 
with water for the horses because the pipes were frozen !!! I was young 
when the horses in the barn disappeared with the residential move, but the 
memories flooded back. Now in my late fifties was my chance at a 
reawakening childhood dream "As I grew up a dreamin, of being a cowboy, 
and lovin the cowboy ways "....well that was the summer of '09, and on the 
back of an older gelding that treated me good, I started going on rides with 
Jean and friends. Jean tutored and mentored me well, set me on the correct 
path. This I can't overstate, as I have done many things in my life, but am 
indebted to those who have taken the time to teach and share things not taught or written in books.Those are the 
true lessons and learning of life. 
 
So over the past 6 years, I listen, ask, watch, and learn always grounded by the fact that I am NOT even scratching 
the surface of what there is to know about horsemanship. We are trail riders and with that comes: exploring 
,clearing, maintaining, and finding  new trails year round. I always get  the bug to ride in new places, meet new 
people, visit with those friends already met and as time permits help with work that needs to be done. I also have 
been lucky enough to live part of my cowboy dream and get out West a couple of times with our horses. As I have 
spent a few years driving long haul, I have always had this longing to get back there whenever I can. My first horse 
was a quarter horse mare from South Dakota and believe me when I say she knew she was back home ,when we 
passed through that state. She was a good horse and always took care of me , but having acceleration that only a 
very few special times left my heart in my throat. Dragster indeed! 
 
I now have a quarter horse gelding found on Craigslist that came to me with some trust issues. He came out of 
Texas and had been spoiled , that is roughed up a bit, responding out of fear not I'm joining up. He has a soft eye 
and wants to connect , but the trust has taken him awhile. We are starting our third year together and it only 
keeps getting better. Those trips West are remarkable. When you can spend 24 /7 with your horse great 
things happen! 
 
The Vermont Horse Council is a great organization with good folks and I am glad to be part of this group and 
look forward to helping when and where I can. 
 
Thanks Jim! 

 

Helpful Links:       
Visit our VHC website at www.vthorsecouncil.org  for updated minutes,  
2016 membership form,  amended bylaws, Vt Horse Council Contact List 
and more! 
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Classifieds 

Custom Imperial Tex Tan Show Saddle $750. 

Beautiful custom imperial Tex tan saddle.   

This saddle has a 16" seat and has been kept in a saddle bag  

when not in use.  No blemishes, etc. and it cleans up beautifully. 

Contact Gloria Bruce at  finn821@aol.com. 

 

Annual Meeting  
The Abbey Restaurant in Enosburg Falls, VT 
 
VHC members came from near and far to attend the 
Annual Meeting, held this year at The 
Abbey Restaurant in Enosburg Falls, VT. People took 
advantage of the opportunity to catch up with 
friends, view informative displays about work at Groton 
State Forest and the Scholarship Fund, support 
VHC while getting good deals on merchandise and 
participating in a 50/50 raffle to support new horse 
corrals at Groton. 
 
The Annual Meeting was called to order at noon, and 
included reports by Doug Smith, Belinda Brown, Karen 
Rosemark and Carmel Stone highlighting 
accomplishments in Equine Activities, Services and Promotions. Those reports are available online at 
www.vthorsecouncil.org.  Ryan Patch of the Agency of Natural Resources spoke at length about the Required 
Agricultural Practices legislation that is pending. Questions and answers followed the presentation. This topic 
could impact VHC members, visit Required Agricultural Practices for additional information. 
 
The meeting came to a close with a moving presentation by Mary WIllmuth of the Champlain Horse  Assisted 
Mounted Program (CHAMP). Mary shared stories, photos and opportunities for involvement with VHC members. 
Learn more about CHAMP at www.vtchamp.org. 

http://www.vtchamp.org/
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Introducing Our First Breed Information For The Horse Breed Corner 
The Norwegian Fjord is an ancient and versatile horse known for its gentle, friendly and unflappable demeanor.  
People who know these horses love them for their kind nature, their bravery 
and their generous, thoughtful and forgiving spirit. 

  

Fjords are one of the oldest domesticated breeds believed to have migrated 
across Central Asia into Western Norway where they are thought to have lived 
in relative seclusion maintaining the original breed, despite the active 
movements, trading, raiding and colonizing of the Medieval Scandinavians.  
The breed’s long history in the Norwegian landscape has shaped these horses 
into the steadfast, easy keepers that they are today.  In Norway’s frosty 
landscape, the Fjord Horse has developed a very dense winter coat to guard 
them against even the windiest winter chill.  Norwegian Fjord people just love their bearded beauties in the 
winter! The rocky, mountainous terrain has, over countless generations, created a very sure footed and sensible 
horse that doesn’t easily panic when faced with steep, craggy and sometimes slippery hillsides and the iffy 
northern grazing has made for sturdy ponies that are able to sustain themselves on short grass and minimal forage 
making them the easy keepers that we find in our fields today – often complete with grazing muzzles! 
 
Fjords range in size from 13.2 to 14.2 hands and weigh between 900 and 1200 pounds.  The breed is most 
commonly seen in what is known as the Brown Dun color where the body is tan colored and the mane and tail are 
white with a dark dorsal stripe going from the forelock, through the mane, over the back and down through the 
tail.  Sometimes horizontal striping may also be seen on the legs. Aside from Brown Dun, there are 4 other coat 
colors for the Norwegian Fjord including the Red Dun where the dorsal stripe is a reddish blonde color instead of 
the more common dark brown or black, Grey Dun where the coat is grey and the striping dark grey or black, White 
Dun, where the coat is white and the striping is black and Yellow Dun where the coat is a paler yellow and the 
stripe may not be visible at all.  
 
For many people today, the Fjord is most recognizable for its remarkable hair-cut. It is traditional to cut the Fjord’s 
mane in an arch in hopes of showing their beautiful necks and striking dorsal stripes to full advantage.   The mane 
is sometimes cut so that the dark center stripe stands up higher than the white outer mane.  Having the center 
stripe stand out like that is a more popular style with North Americans and we tend to have fun with it by 
occasionally cutting out shapes like dragon scale triangles, or turret like squares or even hearts! 
 
Despite the fact that many Fjords look alike, there are distinct characteristics based on breeding history over time 
for farm work, for transportation or for pleasure.  That being said, versatility in this tremendous breed is at all 
times paramount. Known in many circles for driving, Fjords are also confident and enthusiastic on the trail as well 
as being great at versatility and agility trials.  Many Fjords have successfully competed in ridden and driven 
dressage and therapeutic riding centers can’t say enough great things about the caring and patient Fjord partners 
in their programs. 
 
Although Fjords were imported into the United States as early as 1900, the biggest wave of Fjord imports from 
both Norway and The Netherlands began in the last quarter of the 20th century with many quality Fjords entering 
breeding programs here in the 1980s and 1990s.  
 
In 1980, a group of North American breeders and enthusiasts gathered in Vermont and formed The Norwegian 
Fjord Horse Registry (NFHR). The NFHR not only maintains a registry book, but they also enthusiastically educate 
and promote the breed.  The NFHR strongly emphasizes the need to preserve the purity and also the overall 
versatility of the breed and to attempt to keep the original Fjord type alive and well in North America.  By keeping 
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the breed open to many disciplines, the Fjord Horse has remained one of the best all-around breeds one can find.  
 
With the enthusiasm quickly building for this playful and engaging breed, regional clubs began to spring up in 
various regions across the country and in 1983 the Northeast Fjord Horse Association was formed to bring about 
an annual Fjord show in the Northeast region.  Although closely associated with the NFHR, the regional groups 
work as independent clubs which are able to focus on the needs of the Fjord farms and families in their areas. 
The first Northeast Fjord Horse Association show was held at The Green Mountain Horse Association in South 
Woodstock, Vermont in 1983 and included a range classes including halter classes, riding, driving, jumping, games, 
draft, and heritage classes with Norwegian costumes.  The Vermont Fjord shows emphasized congeniality and a 
casual atmosphere with banquets, auctions and awards. 
 
In 1991 The Northeast Fjord Horse Association held its first Fjord evaluation which initially meant that judges 
needed to be brought over from Norway or The Netherlands to evaluate the horses, but as time went on, the 
Norwegians and the NFHR collaborated to train North American judges and people here began to get certified to 
become breed evaluators. 
 
Over the years The Northeast Fjord Horse Association has reached beyond the scope of a breed show and engaged 
in other fun and educational activities as a group.  Fun Days have been a big hit over the years, the most recent 
one being this past June in Charlemont, MA. The Northeast Fjord Horse Association has hosted clinics, organized 
group driving events, had fund-raising hoe-downs and taken overnight camping trips. As well as showing and 
evaluating, the Northeast Fjord Horse Association has done their part to promote the breed by presenting 
demonstrations first at Equitana and since at the Equine Affaire where the club often hosts an educational booth 
with a live Fjord to engage the public in the Breed Pavilion.  
 
The past 35 years have seen many shifts and changes in the Fjord world at the regional level.  Many of the larger 
farms who thoughtfully built their herds in the 1980s and 1990s have either downsized or closed altogether due in 
many cases to family health concerns or retirement.  As the shape of the community changes, so the emphasis of 
the club has also changed.  Now that the community is largely driven by small families with a few individual Fjords 
instead of large breeding establishments, there has been less emphasis on showing and evaluating in this region.  
Although an annual show was held in South Woodstock for 21 consecutive years and then the club continued to 
show for several more years in Massachusetts the last club sponsored Fjord show to date was held in Amherst, MA 
in 2012.   
 
The Northeast Fjord Horse Association aims to adapt to the needs of the Fjord community.  To this end, the club 
continues to promote the breed at the Equine Affaire and at shows, fairs and events beyond the  Fjord  
community.  The club also aspires to come together as a group to support one another’s interest in this amazing 
breed and to meet up for activities either in casual get-togethers or in larger, club sponsored events.  Fjord  
enthusiasts of all shapes and sizes are invited to join and participate in shaping the future direction of the 
NortheastFjord Horse Association.  The one point that the club never waivers from is the love of and dedication to 
this wonderful breed. 
  
If you would like to learn more about the Norwegian Fjord, The Norwegian FjordHorse Registry or The 
Northeast Fjord Horse Association you will find more information at www.nfhr.com/ or www.northeastfjord.com. 
 
---submitted by the North East Fjord Horse Association. 
 

http://www.nfhr.com/
http://www.northeastfjord.com/
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VHC Partnership With State 

A new committee has formed in partnership with the State of Forest Parks and Recreation.  Karen Rosemark and 

Jim Nickerson are leading this committee with several other VHC members and have met with state 

representatives several times.  The goal of this committee is to look at developing trail systems on state land and 

to form multi user partnerships and understanding along with good practices. 

Scholarship Update 

Jan 1st starts off acceptance of applications for all scholarships. The committee has been given several donations 

already towards 2016.  Check out our upcoming fundraiser! 
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Book Review 

Stable Smarts by Heather Smith Thomas 

Advice, quick fixes and wisdom shared by Idaho horsewoman.  Plenty of diy projects and 

projects that save time and lend a hand in the barn.  Making latches "fool proof", making 

an instant blanket, grooming tips for the basic horse owner, make your own fly masks, 

etc. 

  

 

 

VHC Volunteers Needed 

VHC is always welcoming volunteers: PLEASE let someone know what you might be interest in.  We are currently 

working on many details through out the winter months. We'd like people to form a welcoming committee for 

membership and also for rides.   

  

 

 

American Horse Council Updates 

It has been a busy year for the American Horse Council. This organization continues 

their work on equine welfare, industry growth, legislative action, and land access. 

Please visit the website below to learn more about their work on behalf of the 

equine industry.http://www.horsecouncil.org/accomplishments. 
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